Abstract This paper describes an experimental study of a novel methodology for the positioning of a multiarticulated wheeled mobile manipulator with 12 degrees of freedom used for handling tasks with explosive devices. The approach is based on an extension of a homogenous transformation graph (HTG), which is adapted to be used in the kinematic modelling of manipulators as well as mobile manipulators. The positioning of a mobile manipulator is desirable when: (1) the manipulation task requires the orientation of the whole system towards the objective; (2) the tracking trajectories are performed upon approaching the explosive device's location on the horizontal and inclined planes; (3) the application requires the manipulation of the explosive device; (4) the system requires the extension of its vertical scope; and (5) the system is required to climb stairs using its front arms. All of the aforementioned desirable features are analysed using the HTG, which establishes the appropriate transformations and interaction parameters of the coupled system. The methodology is tested with simulations and real experiments of the system where the error RMS average of the positioning task is 7. 91 mm, which is an acceptable parameter for performance of the mobile manipulator.
Introduction
Mobile manipulators exhibit wide versatility in the handling of dangerous devices, such as the explosive ordinance devices (EOD) used by the world's armies. Among the most important phases in the mechatronic design of mobile manipulators we have modelling and simulation, because upon them depends the proposed control for its correct operation and the fact that its behaviour will be verified by the simulation of several instances in order to obtain the parameters and ranks from the mobile manipulator that is being developed.
In relation to the modelling of mobile manipulators, the work of Yamamoto, Alicja Mazur and Bayle is well known. Yamamoto is the most cited, with his paper on the locomotion coordination of mobile manipulators, published in 2004. Alicja Mazur and Bayle are the authors that have written most in relation to this topic. Since 1976, there are reco teleoperated [2] and 1996 in the opera proposed; h platform we Besides this published manipulators operational kinematic manipulabili
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The robot M move on a su the robot an mounted on between its ords of works mobile mani [3] [4] , the dyn ational case o however, the ere considere s, from 1994 on mobile s but without cases; they w redundancy, ity [5, 18, 26 [11] [12] [13] [14] . In order to model the robot MMR12-EOD, seven stages in five real operation scenarios are considered [7] , at which the assessed behaviour of the full system with and without load is considered. For the robot in the present work, the stages are:
a) The additional subsystem is considered in the neutral position and in operation with respect to the local coordinate "C". This subsystem is called "A". This stage is omitted if the manipulator has no additional subsystem. b) The manipulator uses just its degrees of freedom to perform tracking trajectories tests in relation to the coordinate "0", which is the base of the manipulator. c) The mobile platform is moved forward with the manipulator mounted and performing a tracking trajectory test from the coordinate "C" to the global coordinate "G4". d) Considering the coupled system without allowing the advance of the mobile platform, the manipulator realizes the test of the tracking trajectory, assuming that the mobile platform rotates about its axis with respect to the local coordinate "C". e) The mobile platform is moved forward with the manipulator coupled while performing a tracking trajectory test from the coordinate "C" with respect to the global coordinate "G4". f) The coupled system is moved in a straight line, moving its manipulator in relation to the end effector with respect to "G4". g) The coupled system is subjected to the tests for tracking the trajectory in relation to the end effector with respect to the coordinate "G4".
3 Diagram of the position and orientation
The general description for the orientation and position of the system is described by the fourth transformation of the global coordinates with respect to GG, as shown in figure 2 . 
4 Homogeneous transformation graph (HTG)
The third step of the proposed methodology is the homogenous transformation graph that, in a modular way, allows the organization of the subsystems that constitute the mobile manipulator plus the added subsystem. This graph is an extension of the graph for obtaining the kinematics of the manipulators proposed by Robert Pauli, in 1983 [15] , and used in several works by Tadeusz Skodny [16, 30] in order to perform the same applications. The extension of Pauli's graph allows us to get the homogenous transformation graph and the kinematic modelling of wheeled mobile manipulators with any additional subsystem. These transformations are the central part of the methodology because they provide the relations with the coordinates "0" of manipulator and "C" of the mobile platform, as well as the transformations of the wheels and the lifting arms in relation to "C" and "C" with respect to "G4", as shown in figure 3 . Afterwards, coordinates systems to the selected points that allow us to obtain the coupled kinematic modelling of full system are assigned. 
5 Schemes for the kinematics of the operation scenarios
In order to realize the schemes for the kinematics of five real operational scenarios of the MMR12-EOD robot, it is necessary to consider its design parameters. Table 2 presents the parameters of the interaction kinematics obtained from the coupling of the subsystems of the robot MMR12-EOD.
6 Interaction kinematics

7 Forward and inverse kinematics 7. 1 Forward kinematics
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Real experiment and positioning simulation
The real experiment and the simulation of positioning from the mobile manipulator is done according to the 5 real operation tasks. In order to realize these activities, the control strategy published by Yamamoto was used [29] in the paper dedicated to the control and coordination of movement from mobile manipulators in 2004. Using the vector in the state space
we can represent the constraints and the motion's equations from the mobile manipulator in the state space: 
From equation 24, v is obtained and then u and, therefore,  x . Finally, by integration, x can be obtained. a) Orientation (stage 2, task 1). The driving wheels are located on the left side at the front and right side rear, the alternate movement v � � �v � allows the rotation about axis z in the reference ratio of ø 1130 mm. This is using the transformation GT C � A C and q M � �φ C θ � θ � � T . Therefore, it is assumed that the movement is in the horizontal plane [13] , that the contact wheel is at one point, that the wheels are not deformable, that there is pure rotation at the contact point v = 0, that there is no slippage, and that the axis direction is orthogonal to the surface. The wheels are connected by a rigid body (chassis). e) The lifting arms climb in the rank from 0. 15 up to 0. 47 m. The mobile manipulator with a mass m is moved on the sloped surface at an angle ψ, with respect to the horizontal, given by the transformation CT CS� , and the equation F ������� � �g�senψ � µcosψ�, where g is gravity when θ CS � �0�, λ C � �� C � l CS� � senθ CS �, in order to realize the climbing task. λ C is variable and depends upon θ CS .
Results
From the forward kinematics, the reference values for every task were taken. The parameters of the coordinate local "C" which is the base for obtaining the reference values are as follows: imbing task.
climbing (28) at the (29) ng to 10. manipulator with 12-DOF, the extension of homogeneous transformation graphs which organize in a modular way the transformations of every link so as to obtain the kinematics of the mobile manipulators and the proposed methodology formodelling the positioning in real operational scenarios.
As to future work, by means of a visual feedback system, will be determined the position of the explosive device incorporating a vision system to detect the coordinates of targets, placing some sensors at the end effector for use in different kinds of manipulation based in the deviceʹs form, and finally implementing the proposed modelling methodology in the design of mobile systems with different manipulators.
